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.04 LTS TJ-: I want to get rid of the : and get rid of the network
manager, and create a hotspot from my nexus4 that I use as a wifi
hotspot hello johannesb: they don't really provide such an option.
is it possible to make freenode's quit command work through irc

in xchat? I want to be able to click the quit icon and it just logs me
out because I have connected to 10 different servers in the past 10
minutes and I am not used to having to type out all of their codes

to quit (cause of TAB key completion) ctrl+q is my go to program
but i want xchat to be a program i can quit easily ppf: As I want to

configure the chan on demand? _Kevin_: quit works for me in
xchat ppf, oh really? johannesb: it doesn't really make sense, it's a
channel that doesn't exist yet _Kevin_: yeah, just quit :) okay :) so
it is working :) ppf, thank you so much for the help ppf, you are

awesome no problem I gotta go now, bye bye Is it possible to add a
custom mouse button which opens the welcome screen on

Ubuntu? Like, when you click on the mouse icon in the corner it
launches the welcome screen instead of the dock? would be cool it
would be a nice feature for the mouse icon lol just an idea does it

already do that? oh okay you could always go into the settings
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Jul 23, 2018 - It can hold a total of 14 drives :D 10 HotSwap and 4
internal. Currently there are: ... unRAID system: unRAID Pro
server, version 6.6.5. (expandable to 12 drives), controller: HPE
Smart Array P400 512GB controller (not supported by HotSwap)
... HotSwap system: three SAS drives arrayed using a SAS switch:
- HotSwap SAS HotSwap (version 6.1.5 ) - HotSwap SAS
HotSwap (version 6.1) - HotSwap SAS HotSwap (version 6.1) ...
internal drive system: six SAS drives (3 drives per array). ...
HotSwap system: two SAS disks (1 disk per array). ... HotSwap
system: two SAS drives (1 drive per array). fffad4f19a
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